method based fisher linear classifier. The regress analysis in [6] was used to analysis image based image metrics. Hypothesis test in [7] was used to determine whether information exists or not and a general framework was proposed in [8] . And for LSB embedding methods, the most successful researchers may be J. Fridrich[9~11] . Some good summarize papers include [11, 12] . And with the help of steganalysis, ones can find more robustness methods to resist attacks and analyses [13] .
Energy Difference Based Detection

Histogram Analysis
In current data hiding schemes quantization is an important means to embed message into cover medium. And steganography in transform domain is useful for taking advantages of perceptual criteria in the embedding process. So a large number of methods for hiding messages in raw lossless compressed images (BMP, RAS, PGM, and many other formats) are based on wavelet transform of every gray-scale or color channel with message bits [15~19]. In those methods, most of them use quantization modulation idea. For example [18] , people can construct a mean quantizaitonal codebook in implementing that scheme. In [16, 17] , the quantization process is taken between DWT middle frequencies pair (MFP), which is defined as a pair of coefficients that are at the same location in LH and HL bands of DWT coefficients. In this paper we will focus mainly on these schemes based on quantization in wavelet domain. First we adopt different wavelet domain methods to embed message. Image (a) in Figure 1 is the host image, image (b) use QIM [15] method in wavelet domain, image (c) use HVS and adaptive modulation methods, and image (d) has been hidden messages with method [16, 17] . Obviously these images distortions are imperceptible. So we take wavelet transform of images, then getting three sub-bands coefficients, Figure2 shows histogram analysis respectively. 
Spectrum Analysis and Energy Difference
From Figure2, we find that histogram shape of that host image without any message hidden is smoother than images with hidden message. For quantitative analysis of images features with hidden message, we introduce spectrum analysis and energy difference to score these obvious features. 
EnergyDifference Energy Energy = −
It is deduced that the energy difference for hidden messages images with quantizational modulation method is much higher than no hidden images' from the distribution of energy difference curve. And subsequently, many experiments verify this fact.
Wavelet Filters Selection
In the embedding processing, different people may select different wavelet filters and decomposition level, hence we list most of all popularly known wavelet filters to make this detector more widely applicability. And in implementation, selecting two levels to four levels decomposition, we choice the maximum energy difference as the score to determine existence of hidden message in images.
Detection Results
The data hiding techniques we used were: Brain Chen's quantization index modulation (QIM) methods [15] , DWT middle frequency pair (MFP) [16, 17] and ourselves scheme based adaptive quantization method (AQM). One reason for the selection of these techniques was their availability and the fact that they were all known algorithms based quantizational modulation in wavelet domain. We used an image database partly from USC-SIPI's miscellaneous part for the simulations, in addition some from digital camera and Internet. These test images contained a variety of images including computer generated images, images with bright colors, images with reduced and dark colors, images with textures and fine details like lines and edges, and well-known images like Lena, peppers etc. And the test image base includes 764 (no hidden) and 764(hidden) images. The result shows in Table 1 98.9% From this table, we found that this is an excellent result, for these three methods, theirs successful detective rate reach up 99%, and the false positive alarm is very low.
Conclusion
This paper provides a new method to detect the existence of hiding information. We focus on those methods that adopt quantizational modulation in wavelet domain. Using histogram and spectrum analysis, we get a quantitative detector to those methods. And results indicate that the method is valid. Although result is very exciting, there is a lot of work that still needs to be done. Many other watermarking schemes and algorithm will to be included this research and extensive tests need to be done with a larger number of images.
Detection technique development in this area of data hiding will continue. We find image's statistic features are important clues to determine whether hiding information or not from the detection process. So this suggest us to develop more robustness method with statistic features altered as little as possible.
